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The SDG Multimedia Contest 2023 at Seneca Polytechnic was a showcase of thoughtful

and relevant sustainability ideas, culminating in the recognition of three standout

submissions. The event, which took place between noon and 2 p.m. at the Newnham

Campus, highlighted implementable solutions to the issue of plastic waste, underscoring the

importance of innovative thinking in environmental stewardship.

Acknowledging the Winners

First Place - Gelica Sara Guico

https://employees.senecapolytechnic.ca/people/dwangelyn-kayle-palma


Gelica's winning entry focused on Abu

Dhabi's “Points for Plastic: The Bus Tariff” initiative, suggesting its potential application in

Canada. This concept proposes incentivizing recycling through transit credits, offering a dual

benefit of reducing plastic waste and boosting public transportation usage.

Gelica won 2 tickets to a Toronto Maple Leafs vs. Winnipeg Jets game and a Certificate of

Recognition.

Second Place: Katrina St. Louis



Katrina's poster showcased

the initiative of Kenya's Gjenge Makers in converting plastic waste into durable bricks. This

idea offers a blueprint for Canada to tackle plastic pollution and explore sustainable building

practices.

Katrina won 2 tickets to a Toronto Raptors vs. LA Clippers game and a Certificate of

Recognition.

Third Place: Yossaria Yoon-Vickerman



Yossaria also presented a poster on Kenya's Gjenge Makers. She emphasized how recycling

plastic waste into construction bricks could be a viable approach for Canada in managing

plastic waste sustainably.

Yossaria received 2 tickets to the Toronto Raptors vs. Memphis Grizzlies game and and a

Certificate of Recognition.



The award ceremony, led by Seneca Business Dean Jeff McCarthy, was a highlight of the

event. It not only celebrated the winners' achievements but also brought attention to the

pressing issue of plastic waste management. The event, enriched with popcorn, cookies, and

treats, provided a platform for sharing innovative solutions and fostering a culture of

sustainability within the academic community.
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